Legal Consideration on the Permitted Limits of Telemedicine and Its Responsibility: Focused on the Article 34 in Medical Act
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Abstract. This study aims to understand and analysis the legal criteria and category of remote medical services, to bring up problems, and to propose corrective measures.
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1. Introduction

In Korea, laws which cover remote medical services or U-Health include Medical Act, Health Care Service Act, and Personal Health Information Protection Act. Obstacles to successful remote medical service development are 1) perception that remote medical programs cost too much to run, 2) undeveloped infrastructure, 3) legal issues concerning patient confidentiality in many developed countries[1]. Remote medical service control in the European countries concentrates on information protection, patient confidentiality and agreement[2]. As the need for comprehensive medical services, which concern quality of life by prevention and health promotion as well as the usual medical treatment increases, the laws on remote medical services or U-Health are complementary. Enactment and application, however, is not consistent that it hinders the proliferation of U-Health system[3]. Improvement in the juridical bounds of remote medical services and responsibility rule of medical accident at the remote medical services are required.

This study aims to understand and analysis the legal criteria and category of remote medical services, to bring up problems, and to propose corrective measures so as to promote medical tourism industry. It is also significant to survey the scope of the responsibilities of the remote medical services by considering the plain meaning of “support” in the Article 34 in Medical Act.
Classification of remote medical practices including remote doctor and local doctor, proposal for the responsibility criteria, and necessity for the compensation of responsibility rule in the present Medical Act are also suggested.

2. Understanding of Remote Medical Services and U-Health

2.1 Definition of the Remote Medical Services

Remote medical services provide medical services such as diagnosis, consultation, treatment, and education to the patient at remote place using information technology including reciprocal video, audio, and data communication[8]. The first clause of Article 40 in Medical Act defines the remote medical services as follows: remote medical services are “medical practice by medical personnel such as licensed medical doctor, dentist, doctor of oriental medicine support medical knowledge and technology to licensed local medical personnel in distant space, using information communication technology as computer and Tele-communication.” This kind of concept covers the remote medical services in the narrow sense using information communication technology to support clinical examination, not that in the broad sense comprehending health education, health policy or Tele-health[9].

2.2 Definition of U-Health

U-Health, an abbreviation for ubiquitous health, is a medical service which provides the patients with disease prevention, diagnosis, treatment, follow-up service anytime and anywhere without visiting to the doctor. With the advancement of modern medical science, the concept of U-Health is extending the range of subjects from traditional medical care and treatment towards pre-diagnosis and prevention, and improvement of medical service quality for sustainable healthy life. International Bar Association endeavors to give a definition to various mixed terms such as health information, remote public health, remote public health information, or remote medical services[10]. National Pension Act defines U-Healthcare as the every activity for evaluation of state of health, diagnosis, and treatment for individuals anytime and anywhere, using ubiquitous network environment[11]; and it covers from remote care services of the patients to general health care services.

3. Current Legal Limits of Remote Medical Services

Medical treatment is a medical management of a patient by the medical personnel for the purpose of recovery; the medical personnel and the patients are the primary agency.

Article 34 of the Medical Act defines remote medical treatment and its requirements and responsibilities; the first clause expounds that medical personnel(practicing
4. Responsibilities of the Remote Medical Accidents

Current Medical Act does not have extra rule for the medical malpractice, but the Civil Code covers each cases according to the principle of default and responsibility for the matter of tort. But the third and fourth clause of Article 34 in Medical Act defines the responsibility of the remote medical treatment. First of all, the third clause of Article 34 stipulates the responsibility of the medical personnel in distant place, saying that “the remote medical service provider takes the same responsibility with the ordinary medical consultation.” But the fourth clause provides escape clause that if the local medical personnel who conducted medical treatment according to the remote medical service provider is a medical doctor, dentist or doctor of oriental medicine, he or she takes the responsibility on the patient, unless he or she has clear evidence of malpractice of the remote doctor, regardless of the third clause.

Article 34, which uniformly stipulates the responsibility of the current medical services, should be reconsidered in the context of actualities. The responsibility of the remote medical service provider on the third clause should be limited to the case of emergency or to the case when contract between patient and remote doctor was agreed.

5. Conclusion

Current remote medical services stipulate their scope to exchange medical information between medical personnel (medical doctor, dentist, doctor of oriental medicine) using information communication technology, and direct remote medical treatments between patient and doctor are not allowed. But as the various remote medical services are test-operated on the spot, legal system support is required. Principal agents of the remote medical services are judicially interpreted as the medical doctor, dentists, doctor of oriental medicine in distant place and local medical doctor, dentists, doctor of oriental medicine, midwife and nurse. In the current Medical Act, it is not clear whether clauses permitting ‘remote medical services’ take into account the case when the remote doctor supports local nurse and midwife with
medical knowledge or techniques, but if so, responsibility rules should be classified in case of such situation. Taking the plain meaning of ‘support’ and Additional Punishment Law on the local doctor in the fourth clause into the consideration, the scope of the remote medical services permitted by Article 34 would be interpreted as a ‘supplementary medical activity such as consultation’ not as an ‘every active medical activity.’ In other words, responsibility rule of the remote doctor on the third clause and the permissible range contradict each other. Therefore, the responsibility of the remote doctor in the third clause of Article 34 should be limited to the case, which is placed in the same case with the ordinary medical consultation between patient and remote doctor, such as ‘the case of emergency or the case when contract between patient and remote doctor was agreed.’
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